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Yoga & Wellness retreat 

Treat yourself to a getaway in a green oasis just minutes from downtown! Oasis Lodges welcomes you to its cozy

lodges for four people, where the elegance of the red pisé perfectly complements the lush plantations and the

surrounding garden. Treat yourself to a well-deserved break imbued with serenity.

Day 1: Arrival at Marrakech airport, welcome, and transfer to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to enjoy the

facilities of the establishment during your leisure time. Optional: In the evening, head to a specially selected

Moroccan restaurant for you. Immerse yourself in the authenticity of Moroccan cuisine. Let yourself be enchanted

by a feast of delightfully complex flavors; this dinner is more than just a meal—it's a sensory journey through the

rich and diverse culinary traditions of Morocco.

Day 2: Today's program includes a yoga class to align your energy centers! Whether you are a yoga enthusiast or a

beginner, this class is suitable for everyone. The goal is to let go, detach from the external world, and reconnect with

oneself. Optional: Dive into the flavors and spices with a cooking class in the gardens of the establishment, where

you'll discover the secrets of Moroccan cuisine!

Day 3: Today's menu features yoga and meditation. Immerse yourself in a gentle practice that promotes muscle

stretching and deep breathing exercises. Learn to feel your own energy and consciously direct it to different parts of

the body. At the end of the session, let yourself be guided and travel through your body during a relaxation and

creative visualization break. To stay in the theme of creation, we have prepared a macramé workshop—the ancient

art of knotting cords that has come back into trend in recent years. It's an ecological and stress-relieving art, using

biodegradable materials like cotton. Knotting requires concentration and patience, inducing a sense of calm and

relaxation. You'll create unique pieces to decorate your interior!

Day 4: Discover the ritual of the Moroccan hammam, a true treasure of Oriental culture! Immerse yourself in a world

where body and mind reconcile. This ancient ritual begins with the meticulous application of black soap, a

traditional preparation rich in olive oil and eucalyptus. This natural soap deeply nourishes the skin, moisturizing

and preparing it for exfoliation.



Then, the gentle exfoliation with a kessa glove delicately removes dead cells, revealing soft and radiant skin. The soothing

heat of the hammam opens the pores, allowing the body to eliminate accumulated toxins. It's also a moment of intense

relaxation, where muscles unwind, and stress evaporates. The alternation between the heat of the hammam and cold water

jets revitalizes blood circulation, bringing a sensation of lightness and energy. Beyond the physical benefits, the Moroccan

hammam provides a space for mental purification. In this serene environment, daily worries fade away, making room for deep

inner tranquility. It's an opportunity to refocus, meditate, and find harmony between body and mind.

Conclude your stay with a session of Yoga/Qi Gong. Discover the benefits of this Chinese medicinal practice, where yoga

postures combined with slow qi gong movements, perfectly synchronized with breathing, allow for a spiritual journey to

express your deep emotions, heal your soul, and nurture your mind.

Day 5: Departure transfer according to the schedule of your return flight. You leave recharged, revitalized, and ready for new

challenges!



Moroccan golf retreat 

Embark on an unforgettable golf stay in Marrakech, where lush landscapes meet the elegance of diverse courses. Experience

the challenge and beauty of various golf courses throughout the city, creating a perfect blend of sport and scenic exploration.

Day 1: Arrival at Marrakech airport, welcome, and transfer to your hotel. The rest of the day is free to enjoy the facilities of the

establishment during your leisure time. Optional: In the evening, head to a specially selected Moroccan restaurant for you.

Immerse yourself in the authenticity of Moroccan cuisine. Let yourself be enchanted by a feast of delightfully complex flavors;

this dinner is more than just a meal—it's a sensory journey through the rich and diverse culinary traditions of Morocco.

Day 2: The Royal Golf Course in Marrakech, designed by Cabell B. Robinson, offers a regal golfing experience amidst ancient

olive trees and scenic views of the Atlas Mountains. With strategically placed bunkers and undulating greens, it provides a

captivating blend of challenge and natural beauty in the heart of Marrakech.

Day 3 : Assoufid Golf Club in Marrakech stands as a modern masterpiece, designed by Niall Cameron. This 18-hole course

seamlessly integrates with the desert landscape, presenting golfers with breathtaking views of the Atlas Mountains. With

meticulously manicured fairways, strategic bunkering, and a luxurious clubhouse, Assoufid offers an unforgettable golfing

experience where sophistication meets the tranquility of the Moroccan surroundings.

Day 4 : Al Maaden Golf Course in Marrakech is a golfing oasis harmonizing contemporary design with desert allure. Crafted by

Kyle Phillips, this 18-hole course unfolds against the backdrop of the Atlas Mountains. Golfers are treated to a challenging yet

picturesque experience, navigating through water features, bunkers, and lush green fairways, all while enjoying the opulence

of the Al Maaden clubhouse. With its unique layout and stunning surroundings, Al Maaden Golf Course offers a memorable

blend of luxury and golfing excellence in Marrakech.

Day 5 : The Tony Jacklin Marrakech is a distinctive golf course envisioned by the legendary golfer Tony Jacklin. Set against

the captivating landscape of Marrakech, the 18-hole course showcases Jacklin's signature design elements, offering golfers a

blend of strategic challenges and scenic beauty. 



 With undulating fairways, well-placed hazards, and panoramic views of the Atlas Mountains, the Tony Jacklin Marrakech

provides an exceptional golfing experience, inviting enthusiasts to enjoy the game in a setting inspired by the renowned

golfer's expertise and style.

Day 6 : Indulge in a rejuvenating sport massage tailored to ease tense muscles after a rewarding golf retreat in Marrakech. Let

skilled therapists melt away fatigue, ensuring a serene recovery that complements the physical and mental relaxation

experienced during your golfing escapade.

Day 7 : Departure transfer according to the schedule of your return flight. You leave recharged, revitalized, and ready for new

challenges!



Bachelorette Bonanza

Embark on a Marrakech bachelorette escape with a unique mixology experience at the Baromètre, a sunrise hot air balloon

adventure, and Arabian Nights-inspired evenings. Explore the red city, indulge in pampering sessions, and conclude with

glamorous nights at renowned venues, creating unforgettable moments before departing with best wishes for the newlyweds.

Day 1: Experience a personalized welcome at Marrakech airport, followed by a transfer to your hotel. In the early evening,

indulge in a unique drink at the Baromètre, Marrakech's temple of mixology. Surrender to the venue's charm, savor a custom

cocktail, and conclude the evening with dinner at Jad Mahal for a festive touch.

Day 2: Rise and shine, ladies! Witness a breathtaking sunrise during a hot air balloon ride, followed by a breakfast in a Berber

tent in the palm grove. A rejuvenating hammam ritual for the bride-to-be awaits. In the evening, immerse yourselves in the

enchanting atmosphere of Arabian Nights with Moroccan cuisine and a folkloric show.

Day 3: After breakfast, explore the vibrant red city and indulge in some shopping. In the afternoon, treat yourselves to a

manicure and pedicure session, ensuring you look flawless down to your fingertips for your last night in Marrakech. The

evening includes an aperitif and dinner at a renowned restaurant with a Moulin Rouge ambiance, followed by a visit to one of

Marrakech's trendiest nightclubs.

Day 4: Departure transfers to Marrakech airport based on your flight schedule. Best wishes to the newlyweds!



 Culinary Adventure

Explore Marrakech through its flavors with a thematic culinary trip. Visit local markets, participate in cooking classes, and

savor authentic dishes from renowned chefs, immersing yourself in the gastronomic delights of the red city

Day 1: Greeting at the airport and transfer to your hotel or riad.

Day 2: Cooking class : Embark on a sensory journey through the bustling Medina of Marrakech as you explore vibrant markets

and specialty shops, selecting fresh ingredients ranging from poultry to butcher delights. Your culinary adventure culminates

in a menu featuring a tantalizing starter, a flavorful main course, and a delightful dessert, showcasing the authentic flavors of

Morocco's rich culinary tapestry.

Day 3: Step into the enchanting Bioaromatic Garden of Ourika, where nature's essence unfolds in a symphony of scents and

colors. Wander through fragrant herb beds, discover organic delights, and immerse yourself in a sensory oasis, where the

harmony of aromatic plants creates a tranquil and rejuvenating experience.Discover an ancestral skill of the region: bread

preparation. Two types of bread are crafted during this workshop: made with barley mixed with nigella seeds and made with

wheat mixed with anise seeds Throughout the workshop, each participant will have the opportunity to create their own bread.

The specific use of these seeds in the preparation will be explained, along with various local preparation techniques. While

waiting for the bread to bake, indulge in a moment of well-being with a foot bath using Nectarome bath salts delicately

scented with bitter orange essential oil (Bigaradier). To enhance this relaxing experience, a herbal tea crafted from the

garden's 8 organic plants will be provided during the foot bath, offering optimal relaxation and a delightfully fragrant pause in

this aromatic oasis.

Day 4: Bicycle Excursion

Ready to explore the enchanting allure of Marrakech in the most enjoyable way? Embark on a thrilling bicycle excursion in

Marrakech! Guided by a vibrant local, you'll unravel the mysteries of Marrakech while cycling through its vibrant streets. Our

meticulously curated tours, designed by locals, take you beyond the typical tourist areas, unveiling the concealed gems of

Marrakech that often elude visitors. Join us and pedal through the heart of Marrakech's hidden treasures!



This evening, indulge in an exquisite evening at Dar Zellij, where every bite unveils the rich tapestry of Moroccan cuisine. Set

within the historic walls of this charming riad, savor a fine dinner that captures the essence of traditional flavors, creating a

culinary journey that harmoniously blends authenticity and elegance.

Day 5 :  Departure transfers to Marrakech airport based on your flight schedule. 
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